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And it is, it is a glorious thing to be a Pirate King! When murder makes an appearance at a
dinner party, who should be called in but Adrien’s former lover, handsome closeted detective
Jake Riordan, now a Lieutenant with LAPD—which may just drive Adrien’s new boyfriend, sexy
UCLA professor Guy Snowden, to commit a murder of his own.
Someone is watching. Someone is waiting. Despite having attracted the attention of a
dangerous stalker, Special Agent Jason West is doing his best to keep his mind on his job and
off his own troubles. But his latest case implicates one of the original Monuments Men in the
theft and perhaps destruction of part of the world's cultural heritage--a lost painting by
Vermeer. Naval Reserve Lieutenant Commander Emerson Harley wasn't just a World War 2
hero, he was the grandfather Jason grew up idolizing. In fact, Grandpa Harley was a large part
of what inspired Jason to join the FBI's Art Crime Team. Learning that his legendary
grandfather might have turned a blind eye to American GIs "liberating" priceless art treasures
at the end of the war is more than disturbing. It's devastating. Jason is determined to clear his
grandfather's name, even if that means breaking a few rules and regulations himself--putting
him on a collision course with romantic partner BAU Chief Sam Kennedy. Meanwhile,
someone in the shadows is biding his time...
To say goodbye is to die a little... Like recovering from heart surgery beneath the gaze of his
over-protective family isn't exasperating enough, someone keeps trying to break into Adrien
English's bookstore. What is this determined midnight intruder searching for? When a halfcentury old skeleton is discovered beneath rotting floorboards in the midst of Cloak and
Dagger Bookstore's renovation, Adrien turns to hot and handsome ex-lover Jake Riordan -now out-of-the closet and working as a private detective. Jake is only too happy to have reason
to stay in close contact with Adrien, but there are more surprises in Adrien's past than either
one of them expects -- and one of them may prove hazardous to Jake's own heart.
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Something old, something new, something borrowed…something blacker than the darkest
night. Antiques dealer (and witch) Cosmo Saville adores his new husband, but his little white
lies—and some very black magic—are about to bring his fairytale romance to an end. Someone
is killing San Francisco's spellcasters—and the only person Cosmo can turn to—the man who so
recently swore to love and cherish him—isn't taking his phone calls. The only magic Police
Commissioner John Joseph Galbraith believes in is true love. Discovering he’s married to a
witch—a witch with something alarmingly like magical powers—is nearly as bad as discovering
the man he loved tricked and deceived him. John shoulders the pain of betrayal and packs his
bags. But when he learns Cosmo is in the crosshairs of a mysterious and murderous plot, he
knows he must do everything in in his mortal power to protect him. Till Death do them Part...
With their relationship on the rocks, Cosmo and Commissioner Galbraith join forces to uncover
the shadowy figure behind the deadly conspiracy… Can the star-crossed couple bring down a
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killer before the dark threat extinguishes true love’s flame?
???? 1
Three classic novels of murder and suspense from “the Agatha Christie of gay mystery.” A
disgraced FBI agent and a small-town sheriff team up to catch a serial killer in the atmospheric
thriller Winter Kill. Probing the enigma of legendary 1960s artist Cosmo Bari’s disappearance
proves deadly to his son in the traditional cozy Murder in Pastel. Murder and mayhem make for
strange bedfellows at a mystery writing conference in the comic who-dunnit Somebody Killed
His Editor (the first book of the Holmes & Moriarity series).
Arriving home early after spending Christmas in jolly old England, sometime amateur sleuth
Adrien English discovers alarming developments at Cloak and Dagger Books--and an old
acquaintance seeking help in finding his missing boyfriend.

Six complete bestselling mystery and suspense novellas by one of the leading authors
of Male/Male crime and mystery fiction. The Dark Horse - Paul Hammond is dead.
That’s what tough and sexy LAPD Detective Daniel Moran tells his lover, Hollywood
actor Sean Fairchild—and Sean wants to believe him, but what about those threatening
postcards in Hammond’s handwriting? A Vintage Affair - Somewhere in the cobwebbed
cellar of the decrepit antebellum mansion known as Ballineen are the legendary Lee
bottles—and Austin Gillespie is there to find them. What he finds is the dashing and
disturbing Jeff Brady. Blood Red Butterfly - Despite falling in love with aloof manga
artist Kai Tashiro, Homicide Detective Ryo Miller is determined to break the alibi Kai is
supplying his murderous boyfriend—even if it means breaking Kai with it. Don’t Look
Back - Peter Killian, curator at Constantine House in Los Angeles, wakes in the hospital
to find himself accused of stealing a Tenth Century Chinese sculpture. Lovers and
Other Strangers - Recovering from a near fatal accident, artist Finn Barret returns to
Seal Island in Maine only to learn his twin brother has been missing for three years.
Cards on the Table - Fifty years ago a glamorous Hollywood party ended in murder—the
only clue a bloody Tarot card. Timothy North is trying to find out what happened that
long ago summer’s night.
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Fatal ShadowsThe Adrien English Mysteries 1Justjoshin Publishing, Incorporated
Be careful what you wish for... Financial pressures and a brutal workload are not quite
what former DSS Agents Will Brandt and Taylor MacAllister signed on for when they
decided to open their own security consulting business. When they bump into an old
adversary while undercover, and the job goes south, Will braces himself and suggests
they head up to Oregon to celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday with his family.
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Unfortunately, not every member of the Brandt clan loves Taylor the way Will does.
Then again, not everyone loves the Brandts. In fact, someone has a score to
settle--and too bad for any former feds who get in the way when the bullets start to fly.
Since Alan died, Flynn isn't eating, isn't sleeping, and isn't spending a lot of time looking
in mirrors. But maybe he should pay a little more attention — because something in that
18th Century mirror is looking at him… Still grieving over the sudden death of his lover,
antiques dealer Flynn Ambrose moves to the old, ramshackle house on Pitch Pine Lane
to catalog and sell the large inventory of arcane and oddball items that once filled his
late uncle's mysterious museum. But not all the items are that easy to catalog. Or get
rid of...
Five historical novellas including Out of the Blue, The Dark Farewell, This Rough
Magic, Slay Ride, and Murder Between the Pages. Out of the Blue – France, 1916.
Grieving over the death of his lover, British flying ace Bat Bryant accidentally kills the
man threatening him with exposure. Unfortunately, there’s a witness: the big, rough
American they call “Cowboy”—and Cowboy has his own price for silence. The Dark
Farewell – Little Egypt, 1922. It’s the Roaring Twenties and Prohibition has hit Little
Egypt where newspaper man David Flynn has come to do a follow-up story on the
Herrin Massacre. But the massacre isn’t the only news in town. Spiritualist Medium
Julian Devereux claims to speak to the dead—and he charges a pretty penny for it.
Flynn is convinced Devereux is as fake as a cigar store Indian, but when Julian begins
to see bloodstained visions of a serial killer, the only person he can turn to for help is
the cynical Mr. Flynn. This Rough Magic – San Francisco, 1935. Wealthy playboy Brett
Sheridan thinks he knows the score when he hires tough guy private eye Neil Patrick
Rafferty to find a priceless stolen folio of Shakespeare’s The Tempest before his
marriage to a society heiress is jeopardized. What Brett doesn’t count on is the instant
and powerful attraction that flares between him and Rafferty. Slay Ride - 1943
Montana. Returning home to Montana after being wounded in the Pacific, Police Chief
Robert Garrett was hoping for a little much needed Peace on Earth and Goodwill
Toward Man. Instead, he finds himself chasing after a cold-blooded killer on Christmas
Day, aided—whether he likes it or not—by eager young reporter Jamie Jameson. Murder
Between the Pages – 1948 Massachusetts. Felix Day, author of the Constantine Sphinx
mysteries, and Leonard Fuller, author of the Inspector Fez mysteries, are bitter rivals
and the best of enemies. Both happen to be present when a notorious author of roman
à clef is shot by an invisible assailant during a signing at historic Marlborough
Bookstore.
Love Can Be Murder: For the first time, books 4 - 6 of The Adrien English Mysteries
collected in one volume! Death of a Pirate King - when murder makes an appearance at
a dinner party, who should be called in but Adrien's former lover, handsome closeted
detective Jake Riordan, now a Lieutenant with LAPD—which may just drive Adrien's new
boyfriend, sexy UCLA professor Guy Snowden, to commit a murder of his own. The
Dark Tide - When a half-century old skeleton is discovered beneath the floorboards
during Cloak and Dagger Bookstore's renovation, Adrien turns to hot and handsome exlover Jake Riordan—now out-of-the closet and working as a private detective. So This is
Christmas - Arriving home early after spending Christmas in jolly old England,
sometimes amateur sleuth Adrien English discovers alarming developments at Cloak
and Dagger Books—and an old acquaintance seeking help in finding his missing
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boyfriend. Because love means never having to say you're guilty.
Dangerous Ground: The Complete Series Dangerous Ground Special Agents for the
Department of Diplomatic Security, Taylor MacAllister and Will Brandt have been
partners and best friends for three years, but everything changed the night Taylor
admitted his feelings for Will. Yeah, it's complicated... Old Poison Friends, partners, and
now lovers. If it was complicated before, it's even trickier now that Will has been
assigned a case which guarantees he'll be working side-by-side with ex-boyfriend
David Bradley. Blood Heat It's a bad time for DSS Agents Brandt and MacAllister to find
themselves stranded in the middle of the New Mexico wilderness responsible for the
health and welfare of a suspected terrorist. In other words, another day at the office.
Dead Run The strain of a long distance relationship is beginning to tell after eleven
months of Will being posted in Paris. A romantic holiday in the City of Lights could be
just the thing to bridge the ever-growing distance--if it doesn't kill them first. Kick Start
Will is finally braced to bring Taylor home to meet the folks. Unfortunately, not every
member of the Brandt clan loves Taylor the way Will does. Then again, not everyone
loves the Brandts. Blind Side With resources already overstretched, the last thing Will
and Taylor need is another client. And the last thing Will needs is for that client to turn
out to be an old boyfriend of Taylor's.
When a half-century old skeleton is discovered beneath the floorboards during the
renovation of Cloak and Dagger Bookstore, Adrien turns to hot and handsome ex-lover
Jake Riordan -- now out-of-the closet and working as a private detective.
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It’s the roaring twenties. Skirts are short, crime is rampant, and booze is in short supply.
Prohibition has hit little Egypt where newspaper man David Flynn has come to do a follow-up
story on the Herrin massacre. But the massacre isn’t the only news in town. Spiritualist
medium Julian Devereux claims to speak to the dead–and he charges a pretty penny for it.
Flynn knows a phony when he sees one, and he’s convinced Devereux is as fake as a cigar
store Indian. And he’s absolutely right. But when Julian begins to see bloodstained visions of a
serial killer, the only person he can turn to for help is the cynical Mr. Flynn.
“Maybe you’ll be next, Mr. Busybody!” From well-respected investigative journalist to resident
busybody. When former crime reporter Michael’s elderly friend Maurice suddenly disappears,
he fears the worst. But Michael is unable to investigate, and no one is taking his suspicions
seriously—least of all Nico, Maurice’s too slick, too smooth, possibly guilty boyfriend. The only
person Michael can think of who might listen is Leonard Drake, now a Lieutenant Detective
with NYPD. In fact, this excuse to contact his ex might just be what Michael has been waiting
three years for.
Black Cats. Black Arts. Blackmail. Must a witch break his vows to save his marriage? Cosmo
Saville loves that his husband has finally accepted his witchy ways. And in return, his promise
to stay out of police business guarantees them a happily ever after. At least, until he discovers
he might be responsible for a dangerous game of blackmail… Police Commissioner John
Joseph Galbraith feels relieved that his marriage is back on track. Especially since he has his
hands full with a high-profile suicide and rumors of a city-wide extortion ring. But when he
stumbles across Cosmo breaking his vow by playing cop, John agonizes over old wounds.
With the commissioner’s badge and family in jeopardy, Cosmo has no choice but to put his life
on the line… Can the witch expose a dark conspiracy, save John’s career, and return to love’s
delicious spell? Bell, Book and Scandal is the third book in the Bedknobs and Broomsticks
mystery-romance series. If you like quirky characters, snappy spells, madcap suspense, and
Happily Ever Afters, then you’ll love Josh Lanyon’s bewitching supernatural story.
Demons, Death Threats, and Christmas Shopping. It’s Christmas time and Adrien English, the
“ill-starred and bookish” bookseller and occasional mystery writer must contend with a Satanic
cult, a handsome and eccentric university professor, and his on-again/off-again relationship
with the eternally conflicted LAPD Detective Jake Riordan. Not to mention murder...
A gay high-society wedding. A stolen book of spells. A love-threatening lie. Can a witch avoid a
murder rap without revealing the supernatural truth? Cosmo Saville guiltily hides a paranormal
secret from his soon-to-be husband. Thanks to a powerful love spell, uncertainty threatens his
nuptial magic. But when he’s arrested for allegedly killing a longtime rival, he could spend his
honeymoon behind bars… Police Commissioner John Joseph Galbraith never believed in love
until Cosmo came along. Falling head over heels for the elegant antiques dealer is an
enchantment he never wants to break. So when all fingers point to Cosmo’s guilt, John races
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to prove his fiancé’s innocence before they take their vows. As Cosmo hunts for the real killer
among the arcane aristocracy, John warns him to leave it to the police. But with an unseen
enemy threatening to expose Cosmo’s true nature, the couple’s blissful future could shatter
like a broken charm. Can Cosmo find the lost grimoire, clear his name, and keep John’s love
alive, or will black magic “rune” their wedding bells? Mainly by Moonlight is the first book in the
sexy Bedknobs and Broomsticks romantic gay mystery series. If you like spellbinding
suspense, steamy fun, and a dash of paranormal, then you’ll love Josh Lanyon’s charming
tale. Buy Mainly by Moonlight to fall under love’s spell today!
Special Agent Jason West is seconded from the FBI Art Crime Team to temporarily partner
with disgraced, legendary “manhunter” Sam Kennedy when it appears Kennedy’s most
famous case, the capture and conviction of a serial killer known as the Huntsman, may actually
have been a disastrous failure. The Huntsman is still out there…and the killing has begun again.
Thirty-two-year-old gay bookseller Adrien English searches for love between the pages. As a
sensitive intellectual with a heart condition, Adrien's personal life is gathering dust on the
shelves. But when police name him the prime suspect in the brutal murder of his friend and
employee, Adrien doesn't expect his best hope for romance to be assigned to the case...
Detective Jake Riordan is hungry to climb the ranks. All he has to do for a promotion is nail the
handsome bookstore owner for an obvious crime of passion. If only he could stop fantasizing
about the suspect instead of the "normal" wife and family his career demands... As Riordan's
investigation heats up and the suspect insists on his innocence, the detective doubts both
Adrien's guilt and his ability to resist the man's understated charms. Can they turn the crime
into passion, or will a killer on the loose write their tragic end? Fatal Shadows is the first book
in The Adrien English gay mystery series. If you like sensitive romance, snappy dialogue, and
noir-style detectives, you'll love Josh Lanyon's evocative novel.
It’s All Hallows’ Eve and Mark Hardwicke’s past has come back to haunt him. The Old Man
needs Mark to go on one last mission, back to the wild, lonely hills of Afghanistan—a mission
Mark knows he can’t survive. Even if he does make it back, Stephen has made it very clear
Mark is out of second chances. Should Mark place his lover and his own happiness before
duty? Especially when deep down he knows he doesn’t deserve a happy ending?
When a bookstore owner is accused of murdering his ex-lover, proving his innocence might
lead a hard-nosed detective to a fatal attraction… Thirty-five-year-old gay bookseller Adrien
English searches for love between the pages. As a sensitive intellectual with a heart condition,
his dating life is gathering dust on the shelves. But when police name him the prime suspect in
the brutal murder of his friend and employee, Adrien doesn't expect his best hope for romance
to be assigned to the case… Detective Jake Riordan is hungry to climb the ranks. All he has to
do for a promotion is nail the handsome bookstore owner for an obvious crime of passion. If
only he could stop fantasizing about the suspect instead of the "normal" wife and family his
career demands… As Riordan’s investigation heats up and the suspect insists on his
innocence, the detective doubts both Adrien's guilt and his ability to resist the man's
understated charms. Can they turn the crime into passion, or will a killer on the loose write The
End?
Finn loves Blair. Blair loves Finn too, but he’s not in love with him. How can you be in love with
someone you’ve known your entire life? Shouldn’t in love feel…different? Newer. Bigger.
More…exciting? Sure, maybe Blair is too romantic—but wasn’t Finn the one who always said
there were plenty of fish in the sea?
His romantic weekend in ruins, shy twenty-something artist Perry Foster learns that things can
always get worse when he returns home from San Francisco to find a dead body in his
bathtub. A dead body in a very ugly sportscoat—and matching socks. The dead man is a
stranger to Perry, but that's not much of a comfort; how did a strange dead man get in a locked
flat at the isolated Alton Estate in the wilds of the "Northeast Kingdom" of Vermont? Perry turns
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to help from "tall, dark and hostile" former navy SEAL Nick Reno—but is Reno all that he
seems?
Meanwhile, Back at the Ranch... Bookseller Adrien English arrives at Pine Shadow Ranch to
find a corpse in his driveway. By the time the local sheriffs arrive, the body has disappeared.
What happened to the dead man? Who are the mysterious strangers excavating on Adrien's
remote property? And will he ever sort out his problems with LAPD Homicide Detective Jake
Riordan?
Hold that ghost! Two novellas of haunting love, mysterious doings, and total tomfoolery. Put
Out the Light Regan was desperate for a change, desperate for peace and quiet, desperate for
a fresh start. His new job as private librarian at the Winthrop estate seemed to fit the bill
perfectly. But danger, suspense, and the smell of bad plumbing lingered in the shadows.
Nothing was as it seemed—including Regan. Castle Doom A spooky castle on a remote island
in the middle of nowhere? Hunter isn’t sure what to make of eccentric Great-uncle Dorian’s
final bequest. Along with a moldering pile of stone and terrifying utility bills, Hunter seems to
have inherited sinister servants, ghosts, a family curse, and an unknown enemy determined to
see him dead.
God Help You Merry Gentlemen… Arriving home early after spending Christmas in jolly old
England, sometimes amateur sleuth Adrien English discovers alarming developments at Cloak
and Dagger Books—and an old acquaintance seeking help in finding a missing boyfriend.
Fortunately, Adrien just happens to know a really good private eye…
Boy meets Cop. For the first time, books 1 - 3 of The Adrien English Mysteries collected in one
volume! Fatal Shadows - When his former best friend and employee is murdered following a
very public argument, bookseller and sometimes mystery writer Adrien English finds himself
suspected of murder. A Dangerous Thing - Adrien English arrives at the Pine Shadow Ranch
only to find a corpse in his driveway. By the time the unfriendly local sheriffs arrive, the body
has disappeared. The Hell You Say - It’s Christmas time and the “ill-starred and bookish”
bookseller and occasional mystery writer must contend with a Satanic cult, a handsome
university professor and his on-again/off-again relationship with the eternally conflicted LAPD
Detective Jake Riordan. And, as ever, murder...

It's a good problem to have...
More business than they can comfortably handle on their own. But with resources already
overstretched, the last thing former DSS Agents and newbie security consultants Will Brandt
and Taylor MacAllister need is another client--and the last thing Will needs is for that client to
turn out to be an old boyfriend of Taylor's. Sure, Will has always known Taylor had a wild past,
but he was kind of hoping he'd never have to sit down and have a beer with it. But golden boy
Ashe Dekker believes someone is trying to kill him, and Taylor is determined to help, no matter
what the cost. It's a little bit of a jolt to have Taylor for once totally disregard his feelings, but
Will is equally determined that "the cost" won't be their relationship--or Taylor's life.
Special Agents for the Department of Diplomatic Security, Taylor MacAllister and Will Brandt
have been partners forever and lovers for three months, but their new relationship is
threatened when Will is offered a plum two-year assignment in Paris. Will believes the posting
only means postponing what they both want. Taylor fears that kind of separation will mean the
end of their new and still-fragile relationship. It's a bad time to find themselves in the middle of
the New Mexico wilderness responsible for the health and welfare of a suspected terrorist.
Especially when everyone else they run into seems determined to see their prisoner—and
them—dead.
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Someone's out to get Los Angeles bookseller Adrien English. His best friend has been
viciously murdered, now he's getting weird phone calls and sinister gifts from a
mysterious "admirer." The cops think he's trying to divert suspicion from himself--with
the exception of sexy and homophobic homicide detective Jake Riordan. Is his offer to
help Adrien on the level or is he out to nail his favorite suspect--to the wall?
Gay bookseller and reluctant amateur sleuth Adrien English's writing career is suddenly
taking off. His first novel, Murder Will Out, has been optioned by notorious Hollywood
actor Paul Kane. But when murder makes an appearance at a dinner party, who should
be called in but Adrien's former lover, handsome closeted detective Jake Riordan, now
a Lieutenant with LAPD -- which may just drive Adrien's new boyfriend, sexy UCLA
professor Guy Snowden, to commit a murder of his own.
The long anticipated third novel in the "Adrien English" series finds the 'ill-starred and
bookish" mystery writer and bookseller battling demons-maybe literally. After bookstore
clerk Angus flees following terrifying death threats, Adrien must contend with a
mysterious Satanic cult, a hot and handsome university professor, and his on-again/offagain relationship with closeted LAPD Homicide Detective Jake Riordan. And, oh, yes,
murder.... PRAISE FOR THE "ADRIEN ENGLISH" SERIES. 'Written in a terse and
laconic style, this is an exciting and entertaining read." -Colin Spencer, gaytimes on "A
DANGEROUS THING" 'Lanyon's second book is a riveting romp, moving along at an
incredible pace. Detective Jake Riordan's coming to terms with his first relationship with
a man manages to be touching without being cliche-ridden." -Scott Matthewman,
Gay.com UK on "A DANGEROUS THING" 'The second "Adrien English" murder
mystery, "A Dangerous Thing," is a likable, fast-paced detective story featuring a gay
bookseller/novelist turned amateur sleuth. Enjoyable enough to have fans old and new
clamoring for a third." -Gary M. Kramer, Lambda Book Report on "A DANGEROUS
THING" 'Funny, filled with great thumbnail characterizations.a thoroughly satisfying
read." -Eden Embler, I Love a Mystery on "FATAL SHADOWS"
Love is in the Salt Sea Air--and So is Murder! Ellery Page, aspiring screenwriter,
reigning Scrabble champion, and occasionally clueless owner of the village's only
mystery bookstore, the Crow’s Nest, is both flattered and bemused when he’s invited
to the annual Marauder’s Masquerade, the best and biggest social event of the season
in the quaint seaside village of Pirate’s Cove, Rhode Island. The event is hosted by the
wealthy Marguerite Bloodworth-Ainsley—a descendant of the famed pirate Tom Blood.
Ellery doesn’t even know Mrs. Bloodworth-Ainsley—nor, it turns out—does Mrs.
Bloodworth-Ainsley know him. But Marguerite’s son, Julian wants to know Ellery.
Julian, handsome, rich and engaging, is a huge mystery buff. In fact, he’s bought quite
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a few books at the Crow’s Nest bookstore, but never quite worked up the nerve to ask
Ellery out. As his relationship with Police Chief Carson seems to be dead in the water,
Ellery is grateful for a little flattering attention from the village’s most eligible bachelor,
but any hopes of romance hit the shoals when Julian is accused of murdering his
mother’s unlikable second husband during the Masquerade's annual ghost hunt in the
family’s spooky cemetery.
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